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This month’s issue is full of great articles,
interviews with VM students at the various
colleges plus some great VM from stores around
the world.
Welcome to the November issue of VM
Spotlight. Thank you to our readers who have
given us great compliments on the new design
and layout and format of the magazine. It is
much appreciated. Our website is currently
being revamped and will take have the same
colour and style as the VM Spotlight magazine.
While retail is struggling with the effects of
Covid-19, from the various senior people in
retail that I have spoken to, there is an air of
positivity within the industry, which is great to
hear.
In September, I returned from a work trip to
Dubai. Although Dubai went into lockdown
earlier in the year, the shopping malls are now
fully open (10am to midnight) and customers
are returning and more importantly shopping.
The wearing of face masks is compulsory, and
people do adhere to the social distance wherever
possible.
While visitor numbers to our capital are down,
stores such as Selfridges are doing a brisk
trade with their great store wide Plant Earth
concept. Sales are good at Fortnum & Mason in

Taking centre stage are the superb artistic
windows from Tsum in Kyiv entitled The
Season of Art. These wonderful windows are in
collaboration with Serhij Maiduikov.
Many retailers launched their Christmas shops
in September. These include Fortnum & Mason,
Liberty and John Lewis. The VM Teams at these
stores have waved their magic and made these
Christmas shops look superb.
Look out for our special edition Christmas issue
due for publication in early December. It will
feature Christmas windows from some of the
most famous department stores in London and
around the world.
The VM students from various colleges have also
submitted some great articles and it shows the
passion and enthusiasm they have for retail and
visual merchandising.
Thank you to our Members for a successful
2020. Our membership is increasing so thank
you for supporting and promoting the industry.
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We are pleased to
announce the following
new members to The
British Display Society
Membership to The British Display Society connects you with others in the VM industry.
Our VM Spotlight Magazine provides a regular forum and updates for members. Membership is a
great way to advertise/showcase your work or maybe you would like to write an article.

VM beginner level Membership
of The British Display Society - MBDS
Ciaira O’Sullivan

Associate Member of The British Display Society - ABDS
Jennifer Dixon ABDS
Alison Bletcher ABDS
Virve Arvola ABDS

Corporate Member of The British Display Society
Parify Ltd. http://www.parify.co.uk
G-SMATT Eurpoe http://www.g-smatteurope.com
Please note: We do not publish Centre of Excellence student members’ details

Do you work in the Visual Merchandising industry?
Or maybe you are a VM student, VM Professional or a Freelancer?
Why not join The British Display Society?
It is a great way to network with others in the industry and a great way to advertise/showcase your
work in our VM Spotlight E- magazine which is on view to 1.9m people!
If you are a VM student, then membership is just £20 a year.
If you are a VM professional or a Freelancer, then Associate Membership is just £40 a year.

www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

Piccadilly female mannequin range
shown at the VM & Display Show
2019

New Normal
Christmas Windows 2020

UK retail depends heavily on Christmas sales and this year November and part of December
will be a huge challenge. From a Visual Merchandising and Retail Design point of view,
window displays will play the most important roll for the physical store this month and it
should drive online sales.
Window displays should be installed as soon as possible, that promote products that can be
shopped online. Be obvious about it. Professional or well executed window signage with the QR
codes, the online shop URL should all be clearly displayed. Rotate product as
least once or week or more and market the updated windows with social media
and through blogs (which are important for SEO).
Stay in touch with and visible to your customers through social media and use
your physical store as your background. Have appointments in store. Make your
store your online stage. Live stream it, video and add still shots online and on
social media and better yet, have it 360 degree shot with an interactive overlay
to make it shop-able https://www.iseeyouonline.co.uk
Clearly communicate and display what services are available:
• Click and collect
• Personal appointments
• Live Selling URL
• Online shop URL
• Contact email
• Social media tags so people can shop on Instagram or Facebook
Redesign your Christmas window to be not only festive but also display product
in a very online shoppable friendly and easy way.

So the 2 main points are simply:
1. Use the window as a direct online selling tool that clearly calls out how to find the products
and more online.
2. Install Christmas windows as soon as possible and make it positive. I see a full-on Christmas
decoration trend to counteract the difficult times.
Hopefully the lock down will only be a month, which passes quickly and there will a short
window of time before Christmas so start to plan a re-opening day. Through your online efforts,
focus on maintaining and building new contacts so you can hit the ground running when the
lockdown is finished.
When the stores reopen, have a ‘bargain corner’ in your store to market the stock not sold this
past month/months that you really need to clear out as many customers will be looking for
bargains. To not cannibalise full price, make sure the rest of the store is very well displayed and
merchandised to give added value to those full price items.
This is a hard time for everyone so bring some cheer into your customers lives, and the public in
general, even though you may personally feel otherwise. It may also pick you up too!
Make the biggest effort you can muster! Get help to do your window and spend time and invest
in it as it is now one of your most important selling tools that should work together with your
e-commerce to keep you afloat this critical month of sales.
Please contact Save The High Street or the British Display Society for any advice and to help you
through this period.
John Abbate FBDS

Harlequin are proud to have collaborated with Le Perla
for the design and production of the launch of their
New lace “Maison Rainbow” collection.
For the global rollout of these windows, Harlequin
produced 4,500 handmade paper flowers mechanically
fixed to meta Sculptural structure to create an explosive
floral rainbow.
The windows represent hope and celebration of the
new collection. Everything was designed and produced
using recyclable materials to reduce the impact of the
environment.
Thanks to James Bartington – Business Development
(UK & International) Harlequin Design (London)

Hackett in Regent Street are showcasing a great concept developed, produced and installed by Harlequin Design (London)
Thanks to:
James Bartington – Business Development (UK & International) Harlequin Design (London)

A Common Thread

Saks Fifth Avenue’s Autumn campaign is proud to support “A Common Thread” – a storytelling initiative
spearheaded by Vogue, in collaboration with the CFDS, to raise both awareness and needed funds for those
in the American fashion community who have been impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic.

With thanks to:
Ralyin Diaz –Visual Windows Director – Saks Fifth Avenue
Rachel Comey
Cushnie
Photos by: Luis Guillen

A Season of Art at
TSUM

Kyiv’s Central Department Store opens the autumn
season with an incredible launch of artistically
indelible window displays along with a series of
illustrations specially created for TSUM packaging
by one of Ukraine’s most famous artists – Serhij
Maidukov.
In each of the seven window displays, you will
easily recognise the author’s style and handwriting,
featuring graphics with elements of cubism.
Throughout his career, Maidukov has managed to
work with such authoritative publications as The
Guardian, The New Yorker, The Washington Post,
The Architectural Review, Financial Times Weekend,
and many others. In his works, Maidukov is often
inspired by Kyiv and its architecture, while also
actively responding to important social issues, where
he remains inventive and correct. Kyiv’s Central
Department Store, as an architectural object with
an 80-year history, is an integral part of life in the
modern capital. As such, it was especially important
for the creative team to invite an artist who shares a
love for his hometown to kick off this new season.
“Cooperation with the Central Department Store took
place in two stages, each of which, I believe, was
embodied in the best possible example of creative
collaboration. The TSUM team know how to trust the
artist, they are able to pick up his ideas, improving
and implementing them in such a way that the final
works acquire new properties and end up being of
superior technical quality. I am sincerely grateful to
TSUM, Marusya, Maksym, Vira, and Khrystyna for
their effective, easy, synergistic work and for creating
a feeling of completeness. The TSUM creative team
are real pros!” says Maidukov.

With the help of textile panels, abstract shapes, additional
volume and textures, and a selected palette of deep and rich
shades, the TSUM creative team transformed Maidukov’s
drawings into a true art installation, where the artist’s sketches
flow smoothly from window to window, forming a single image.
Materials such as textiles, metal, transparent films, and paint
were used in the design, where textiles were chosen as the
main material, as its texture largely corresponds to the retro
style of illustrations.
Additional strength is afforded the art season this year with a
series of original drawings by Maidukov, which decorate the
department store’s new packaging. Three sketches are based
on the outline of a recognisable façade: an image of a flower
and an abstract image of a girl. Now, anyone having made a
purchase in the Central Department Store will have their hand
on a little modern art as they take the image with them.
Collaboration with artists have become a well-known tradition
for TSUM. May we remind you about last autumn’s window
displays, which were developed together with eight talented
Ukrainian artists, among them Masha Reva, Jolie Poly, Oksana
Levchenya, Vova Vorotnev, and others, with packaging presented
in collaboration with British illustrator, Spyros Halaris.
The autumn window displays of the Central Department Store
this year will be up until the end of October. TSUM invites all
Kyiv residents and guests to enjoy the new season of art.
TSUM is Ukraine’s first-ever department store.

https://tsum.ua

Seneca College’s School of Fashion
Toronto, Visual Merchandising Arts programme
Student: Kaisar Zhumayev

seneca

Tell us what attracted you to VM and why you decided to enrol in a VM course?
My passion in the fashion industry, men’s fashion in particular, was the main reason for my VM course
enrolment.
Digital marketing can be seen as a being increasingly more important than traditional visual
merchandising. Do you find VM to be still relevant to the future of retail?
In my opinion VM is still relevant to the future of retail. It is inseparable from it. As the retail industry
develops and evolves, VM keeps up with it and keeps transforming. It is not limited in the form of window
display only. It can still be a part of the online/digital retail industry through different forms like photo
styling. Even with all the talk about the “end of the traditional retail industry”, VM as we know it will still
be here as part of it.

What did you enjoy most about the project?
This window installation was a team project. My original concept was different from the final
result and I like how it evolved as a result of the involvement of my team member suggestions and
improvements.
What was the most challenging part of the project?
Thanks to working with my team members, this window had few challenges. The only challenging part
was the creation and installation of the different patterned flannel walls.
What was the brief for the project?
This photo was done during my Photo styling class

Now that you are coming to the end of your studies, what did you find most valuable to learn
regarding VM? Something you will always remember and want to share with others.
VM is not only about window displays or mannequins. It is a form of art with different branches where
everyone can find something that he/she likes and has an opportunity to grow and develop as a true
professional and an artist.
What are your plans after graduating and how would you like to use your VM skills?
During my studies I found my new passion in fashion product photography. It has become sort of a
creative hobby and I plan to develop my skills so that my hobby will become my future career.
We are proud to publish your work in the next issue of VM Spotlight.
Please tell us a bit about a project.
What was the brief for the project?
This window display was created as part of a “Fall Fashion
Window Display” themed project installation. I was inspired
by the lumberjack style and wanted “woodsy” outdoor
elements.
What was your thought process behind your solution?
I wanted my theme to have several characteristics: menswear,
masculinity, ruggedness. All the merchandise and props
represent workwear: work jacket, denim jeans, work boots,
axe, flannel and wood elements. The brand that I chose for
my theme was Levi’s.

What was your thought process behind your solution?
The theme for this photoshoot was “Men’s Fashion”. I decided to use Nike sneakers as merchandise. In
order to compliment the colours of the sneakers I used a red fabric background with a matte finish
and added white mannequin hands to balance the colours and merchandise. In order to create the
levitating effect I tied the laces to wall hooks.
What did you enjoy most about the project?
I enjoyed the process of the photoshoot and photo editing using Adobe Photoshop. This class inspired
me to start branching out my creativity to include fashion photography.
What was the most challenging part of the project?
The most challenging part was to position the product at the best angle to show it off well.

Seneca College’s School of Fashion
Toronto, Visual Merchandising Arts programme
Student: Amos Pik-yee Wong

Tell us what attracted you to VM and why you decided to enrol in a VM course?
I am a DIY enthusiast who enjoys creating things with my hands. To my mind, a beautiful
art creation can make people feel happy whether you are the creator or the audience.
I have worked for almost 4 years in the retail marketing industry in Hong Kong, which
aroused my interest in Visual Merchandising. I eventually decided to move abroad to
pursue a new career path in the VM industry. I hope to put a smile on someone’s face
through my window and merchandise displays.
Digital marketing can be seen as being increasingly more important than traditional
visual merchandising. Do you find VM to be still relevant to the future of retail?
Although digital marketing has been becoming more prevalent in recent years, traditional
visual merchandising still has its own unique value that cannot be easily replaced. There
is no doubt that digital marketing enables a retail business to reach a larger amount
of customers in a short period of time regardless of boundaries. However, in-person
customer service experience (especially the luxury brands) can still attract customers.
Traditional visual merchandising can still offer a very powerful experience and visual
impact to engage customers.
Now that you are coming to the end of your studies, what did you find most
valuable to learn regarding VM? Something you will always remember and want to
share with others.
There are many valuable lessons I learned. Don’t strive for perfection. Inspiration for
creativity is always around us. Keep our eyes wide open and also focus on the details.
It is important to be flexible in order to adapt to unpredictable circumstances. Always
remember to do what we love and love what we do.
What are your plans after graduating and how would you like to use your VM skills?
I always believe that nothing is impossible. I am passionate about finding more
possibilities for myself in the VM industry. I never set boundaries to limit myself and I am
open to every VM opportunity. With my VM education and practical training, I want to
share and show my talent and abilities through designs and displays, that inspire others.

Project 1
Tell us a bit about a project. What was the brief
for the project?
To create a menswear fashion window display with
a theme of colour.
What was your thought process behind your
solution?
My theme was ‘COLOURS FOR YOU’. When thinking
about colour, colourful pantone chips were the
first thought that came to my mind. I kept the idea
simple (because ‘less is more’) creating oversized
pantone frames as props to focus on colourful
menswear polo shirts. I chose to display three polo
shirts in the split-complementary colours of bluegreen, red and orange for eye-catching results.
What did you enjoy most about the project?
I had fun arranging the arms of the bust forms into different postures. I love to try and create a lively
and fun window display that engages the customers. The arms of the middle figure are waving “HELLO!”
What was the most challenging part of the project?
It was not easy to make the oversized pantone frame props. I had to pay careful attention when cutting
the foam board and installing them, as they were quite fragile. Although it was a bit challenging, I was
impressed and excited to see the final outcome.
Project 2
Tell us a bit about a project. What was the brief for the
project?
To create a branded cosmetic product showcase display.
What was your thought process behind your solution?
The brand I chose for my showcase display was Chanel. My
design concept idea was to create a look of simple, classic
elegance, in line with the brand image of Chanel. Two simple
black rectangles frame the red perfume bottle that pops out
against the white background. I thought that the symmetrical
balance of the display combined with the use of black and
white would add classic elements.
What did you enjoy most about the project?
I enjoyed doing the research and learning more about the
history and design of Chanel. I was inspired to integrate
what I had learned and developed into a display design that
played with the colours of black and white. It was so Chanel
– classic and timeless.
What was the most challenging part of the project?
Although the frame props for the showcase display are
simple black rectangular photo frames, it took me a lot of
time to find the suitable sizes. I felt very satisfied with the
final outcome, as it was simple and classic, but with a strong
visual impact.

Seneca College’s School of Fashion
Toronto, Visual Merchandising Arts programme
Student: Mai Uemura
Tell us what attracted you to VM and why you decided to enrol in a VM course?
When I visited London 3 years ago, I fell in love with the wonderful window displays that I saw there. Until
I did some research, I didn’t know anything about VM. I soon realized that this was the job I wanted to do. I
wanted to make other people feel the same way that I did! That’s when I decided to enrol in Seneca College’s
VM course.

What was the most challenging part of the project?
The most challenging part of the project was deciding how to attach the paper butterflies without
using wire, which would show. I decided to use pins to make them look like they are flying.

Digital marketing can be seen as being increasingly more important than traditional visual
merchandising.
Do you find VM to be still relevant to the future of retail?
Now especially, digital marketing and e-commerce are becoming more important, but I do believe that as
long as there are physical stores, VM is needed. In-store shopping can be more entertaining and fun. VM can
also collaborate with digital marketing and create enhanced ways to sell products.
Now that you are coming to the end of your studies, what did you find most valuable to learn
regarding VM?
Something you will always remember and want to share with others.
“A story makes your window display more interesting.” This was one of the first messages that I heard
repeatedly from my professors. I learned that VM can be more than just arranging merchandise to sell
products by adding elements of theatre, drama, and fun.
What are your plans after graduating and how would
you like to use your VM skills?
I’m planning to get a job as a Visual Merchandiser at a
fashion retail shop, where I can use my talent styling
mannequins. I want to create styling that inspires customers
to express their personal style!
We are proud to publish your work in the next issue of
VM Spotlight.
Please tell us a bit about a project.
What was the brief for the project?
To create a small showcase display for a fashion brand.
What was your thought process behind your solution?
I wanted to highlight the fine jewellery and reflect the
image of the brand. I kept the design simple, and elegant,
choosing soft muted tones for the background and props.
What did you enjoy most about the project?
I enjoyed the design process and researching the history of
the brand and their jewellery collections.

What was the brief for the project?
Mannequin Styling: Business and Casual Menswear.
What was your thought process behind your solution?
To contrast formal and fun styling, while adding cohesiveness through the use of colour and pattern.
What did you enjoy most about the project?
I enjoyed layering the pattern mix for the casual styling. Pattern mixes are always challenging, and I
loved mixing the floral with the nature pattern.
What was the most challenging part of the project?
The most challenging part was sourcing and matching the patterned menswear. I had to visit a lot of
menswear retailers to get the merchandise for the look I wanted.

Kick Graphics recyle

Kick Graphics is a bespoke display print and signage
company with an installation reach covering nationwide UK
and Europe. The company provides printed graphic solutions
to a wide range of clientele, from some of the high street’s
most iconic names to office workspaces and commercial
interiors. A wide range of display products from vinyl decals,
window graphics and printed feature walls to fabric printing,
tension frame systems and hoarding graphics are all part of
the company’s repertoire.
Catering for jobs of all sizes from one-off bespoke
projects through to multi location roll-out campaigns, is
complemented by flexible lead-times, a personal level of
account management and the highest quality of print and is
all part of the service which clients can expect to receive.
As Covid restrictions become part of the working life, Kick
have worked with their clients to make their workspaces safe
through a variety of printed messaging to allow their staff
back into the office. Floor vinyls, wall graphics and sanitiser
units are all products Kick have supplied and installed
into numerous client workspaces as we see the working
environment climatise to the new norm.
Kick Graphics would be delighted to talk with you about your
next project or campaign so do get in touch and let us give
you our full attention!

www.kickgraphics.co.uk

MAGNWALL shopfitting system

The only shopfitting system that is truly flexible and sustainable has
now equipped its first customer in the gastronomy sector. This is
“Frank & Gabi” in Stuttgart, Germany.
“Frank & Gabi” is a bistro with Swabian cuisine, accompanied
by good local wine. The concept is a restaurant that sells fast
and inexpensive dishes, which are nevertheless of above average
quality. This also includes a suitable ambience, which is provided by
MAGNWALL. A total of 4 walls were equipped with our technology.
The main wall, at the head of the restaurant, presents the large
“Frank & Gabi” logo in the middle, which reflects the modern
and minimalist design of the whole bistro. Various illuminated
shelves were placed on this wall, on which decorative elements
such as plants can be placed. Directly next to this wall is a second
installation, which serves to present the in-house wines. These
are presented in noble wood and metal shelves, while at the same
time the wines and their local origin are presented and explained
in more detail on the Full HD display placed directly next to the
shelves, which is also only magnetically attached to the wall. The
bistro’s smallest wall installation is located directly next to the food
counter. Here, too, a 21” monitor was deliberately placed to show the
preparation of the various dishes in the kitchen in
order to whet the customer’s appetite even more. In
the rear part of the bistro there is a private room in
which a large table is intended for celebrations and
other occasions. A MAGNWALL installation has also
been realised here, on which a magnetic Smart TV
has been placed to watch football and other sporting
events. The highlight of the deliberately chosen
installation is that as soon as you have an event or
a larger occasion in the bistro, the complete walls
can be redesigned in a very short time, so you are
perfectly prepared for any event. Such flexibility is
simply only possible with MAGNWALL.
MAGNWALL offers individual concepts for various
areas in the retail sector, gastronomy as well as
events and exhibitions.
To find out more about our technology, visit us on our
website

www.magnwall.com

The Invisible man

NEOUS X SELFRIDGES
HANDBAG LAUNCH | POP-UP

For the Launch of the new NEOUS Handbag Collection, THE INVISIBLE MAN designed produced and installed
their Pop-Up Installation at the prestigious Selfridges Designer Accessories Hall.
The brief was to treat an existing fixture with a creative envelope that translated the systematic arrangement of
a repeated shape. Curvature and repetition in design was a key principal in the pleated construction of the
Handbag collection and we wanted to interpret this through the organic fluid lines of the installation which
contrasted against the surrounding rectilinear environment - all straight lines and squared angles, the curves
softened the installation’s impact and acted as a creative juxtaposition to its location.
We also designed and produced the minimal Handbag stands which were inspired by the beauty of nature and
the efficiency of a simple curve and the Core aesthetics of NEOUS Brand’s DNA.
The construction of the build was crafted from sustainable materials in line with Selfridges Project Earth
initiative which marks a new chapter in Selfridges’ history – the start of a challenging yet essential journey to
completely change the way we shop and put sustainability at the heart of everything we do.
The Pop-Up was live for a month in Selfridges Oxford St / Accessories Hall which is located on the East side /
Ground Floor of the world famous Department store.

Nathan Hicks
Creative Director | Founder
info@theinvisbleman.co.uk | theinvisibleman.co.uk

theinvisibleman.co.uk

Loewe
at Liberty, London

In September and early October, The Spanish Luxury brand
Loewe showcased their range of Candles and Home Fragrance
in the windows and in a Pop-Up Shop at Liberty of London.
Founded in 1846 this brand specialises in leather goods,
fashion, perfume and fashion accessories.
Each window has been dedicated to a particular fragrance:
Juniper Berry, Honeysuckle, Tomato, Cypress Balls, Ivy, Oregano,
Luscious Pea and even Marijuana. With a graphic on the back
wall and simple effective columns to highlight the merchandise.
The Pop-Up shop is a spacious area on the 1st Floor of this
iconic London store with a single cabinet showcasing the
candles and home fragrance collection. To highlight the PopUp Shop, the area has been filled with fresh plants and foliage,
which softens the Pop-Up shop.
These retail event spaces create theatre, a fun place to shop
and generate new customers, while building Brand awareness.
This is a great opportunity for the Brand to educate customers,
as well as connect with customers who normally shop on-line.

Tribute to
Sir Terence Conran

Following the sad death of Sir Terence Conran, The Conran Shop have covered the entire windows of their
London store with superb tributes.
Innovative designer Sir Terence Conran and his ground-breaking Habitat stores were as much a part of the
swinging 60s as mini-skirts, The Beatles and Mary Quant.
Frustrated by what he saw as the inability of retailers to market his furniture designs properly, Conran
opened his first Habitat shop in London’s Fulham Road. Two decades before Ikea arrived in the UK, it brought
style and simplicity, not to mention flat-pack furniture, into British homes.
Habitat furnishings and household goods were practical and elegant, distinguished by bright colours and
copious use of pinewood.
He opened the first Habitat shop in Chelsea, London and went on to found The Conran Shop. Conran has also
opened more than 50 restaurants over the years.
Today The Conran Shop is still located in London’s Fulham Road with other stores in Paris and concessions in
stores such as Selfridges, Galeries Lafayette in Paris plus several concessions in stores in Japan.

interview

Industr y Exper t Inter view
with Adrian Cook
by Barbara Chapman FBDS

To continue with my industry expert Q & A journey, this month we are looking at,
and getting to know The Prop Maker.
As visual merchandisers we have many weapons in our armoury which we can
call upon to assist us in creating the most exciting and eye catching window, in-store and on line creative
experiences. Amongst that armoury, surely one of the key players is a good prop maker. Somebody who takes
your brief, fully understands it, runs with it and adds their own worth too with their knowledge of production
and materials, and on top of that can always deliver on time and on budget.
It’s a big ask sometimes when we are rolling out props to multi sites. Precision, consistency and organisation
is key, and over the years I have been constantly in awe of big prop making companies who can juggle many
manufacturing ‘plates’ in the air whilst still being able to deliver to many sites on time and to a high standard.
One such company is Projectworks. Adrian Cook is The Head of Brand at Project Works and has worked there
for many years and has some great stories to tell us about some of the exciting projects he’s worked on along
the way. Today I’m going to ask him some questions to find out more about the life of a Prop Maker and how
the industry has evolved over the last seven months.

Q3. What’s the biggest project that Projectworks has undertaken? Can you tell us more about it?
A. There are a couple that come to mind - BOTH completely hand fabricated. I guess the one which stands out
most, with some incredible feedback, was that which we produced as part of a display for HSBC in DAVOS for
last year’s summit discussions. We had to clad the whole Davos branch with sustainable display, a forest theme
that we created in card with layers of colour. It was deemed a major success.
Q4. How do you assess the success of a project with your clients? Eg. Feedback? Sales figures? Footfall? or
Press coverage etc? Can you give us examples?
A. As we don’t tend to manage complete builds, we predominantly rely on client feedback. When working with
agencies, we find that they tend to manage client feedback, although we do of course market what we produce
via the usual channels and document the feedback, which we always share with the client.
Q5. How have you seen the way the industry works change over the last 7 months?
A. Absolutely, with retail being hit the hardest..uncertainty being the biggest cause for concern as budgets are
being cut. We are finding MUCH more of a call to arms to produce more “cost effect” display, which is actually
great for us, because basically, that’s what we do, cost effective lifelike sustainable products.

Q1. Tell us your about your career path into this industry and how you ended up at this point working at
Project works?
A. Following in my Father’s footsteps, I went straight from school into my fathers print group “Code Secure”,
straight to the production floor. I went into the screen print department and learnt the ropes. I became a fully
qualified machine minder, worked my way up to supervisor
and eventually into client account management. I spent
18 years at Code Secure before my father sold the group.
I then went into consultancy, managing the client base
I had built. This was my career up until the launch of
Projectworks.
Q2. Can you tell us more about how Projectworks works
and the types of projects it takes on?
A. We are a boutique creative production studio based in
Watford. Our core area of in-house manufacturing consists
of: POS, bespoke packaging, VM/3D Event displays, BUT,
what really makes us stand out from the crowd is what
we can produce with sustainable materials, developing
“life-like” products from recyclable materials, which would
otherwise be deemed impossible to develop. This is our
biggest USP!!
CREDIT: PROJECTWORKS FOR DEBENHAMS
CREDIT: PROJECTWORKS FOR CHARLOTTE TILBURY

Q6. How has your industry adapted to Covid restrictions?
A. To be honest, we are managing business on a daily basis. All client meetings are held remotely. We run a
tight ship with minimal staff, so not having to “lay off” or furlough anybody has been a real blessing. In fact,
we are actually looking to bring extra hands in to manage the workflow. It’s got busy!
Q7. Project works are corporate members of the BDS. What benefits would you say the society contributes
to your business?
A. Absolutely chuffed to be part of the BDS, great for networking. I have met some very interesting people via
its network. It’s also a great tool for getting decent exposure and support during these difficult times.
Q8. How do you see the industry coping and adapting in the next 12 months?
A. Crikey, do you have a crystal ball I might use? :) but in all seriousness, it’s a tricky one. The covid rules
change on a daily basis and as so, so do we. It’s a waiting game and all we can do is keep talking. As I’ve
mentioned, we run a very tight ship and can weather the storm..for now!
Q9. What’s your favourite project you’ve ever worked on? Tell us more detail about it and why it’s your
favourite?
A. The marionette hand we produced for Fred Perry (on the website) has to be mine. If not only for the amount
of “problem solving” our creative team came up with to make this work. The original brief suggested we
produce it from MDF. This would have been a logistical nightmare. The reason behind the request to be MDF,
was due to the fact that the client did not believe it could be constructed sufficiently enough out of card to
be stable. Well we had other ideas. We managed, after a few days development, to construct the displays not
just only out of card but in a way, using locking tabs and without any gluings, it was able to be flat packed
and shipped in suitable cartons. This saved an enormous amount on not only production costs but logistics, the
client was happy. It was an award winning piece.
Q10. What does the future hold for Projectworks?
A. In a word.. “exciting” Being able to make cost effective, sustainable, recyclable displays in today’s
environment is...well.. encouraging! :)
I want to thank Adrian for taking some of his precious time to talk to me and give me an insight into the world
of a prop maker. Next time you walk past a window with an amazing prop, think on about the work that’s gone
into it. You can get in touch and view more of Adrian’s projects at
adrian@projectworks.london
07897 537466

www.projectworks.london

The Bristol Loaf

Phoenix Wharf, the Bristol-based interior design and branding agency specialising in
hospitality and retail, has announced the completion of a new scheme for The Bristol Loaf,
who, together with other local artisanal partners, has launched a new community foodie hub
in Bedminster, in the south of the city.
The Bristol Loaf was initially set up in 2017 by entrepreneur Gary Derham, whose background
includes working for local hospitality operator The Assemblies.  The Bristol Loaf‘s first outlet
was a single-unit bakery and café in the Redfield area, before expanding into a second unit
and becoming a successful, high-end, artisanal bakery products supplier to many other
local businesses, with a retail and wholesale product range that includes sourdough bread
and great-looking pastries. ‘The first bite is with the eyes’ remains a founding credo of the
business. The retail arm of The Bristol Loaf also built a reputation for serving outstanding
coffee.
‘The vision for the new undertaking’ Phoenix Wharf Associate Creative Director Emma Carter
commented, ‘is an ethical supermarket that is accessible to all, where customers feel very
welcome to spend time and relax.’
‘For the interior look and feel, the client asked for planting to be a really stand-out, natureinspired element, building on the presence of plants in the original Redfield site’, Emma Carter
commented. ‘The materials palette is both rustic and tactile and includes white tiling and the
extensive use of solid ash timber for shelving, corridors and even ceiling panels, alongside
brick and raw, exposed concrete, ensuring the overall aesthetic is the antithesis of a slick,
super-polished look.’
The café area includes 58 covers in total: 44 at the tables and 14 at perch/bar seating along
the scheme’s full-height storefront glazing, with a wooden ledge counter and upcycled stools.
The tables are in a variety of 2- and 4-seater arrangements, coming together easily to cater
for larger groups. Bi-folding windows along the glazed wall enable the site to have evening
opening presence onto the street front, whilst signage and branding is mostly hand-scripted
and low key, allowing the company’s products to do the talking.
Thanks to Retail Focus and Phoenix Wharf for this article.

Northbanks

The New Normal
Retail Solution for all

We have designed a range of modular retail furniture that provides you with all the fixtures you
need to merchandise and sell. Our range is designed to maximise merchandise capacity and comes
in a selection of finishes. Customisation or bespoke fixtures and displays are also available.
All rentable, which solves the problem of what to do with the fixtures after the event.

Retail, as we all know, is enduring the most challenging time in our living memories.
Whilst e-commerce is propping up retailers, it is not a long- term sustainable solution.
Physical retail is still the best way for brands and customers to connect, especially in
fashion and apparel. Pop-ups - a temporary store - might just be the solution…
Let’s transform your ‘white box’ together. Your brand is personal to you, and we get that.
At Northbanks we start by getting to know your brand and followers, we then personalise
the environment through furniture, lighting, props, signage, visual merchandising, graphics,
flowers, music and more- elements that usually, but shouldn’t be forgotten! Northbanks is
a full-service retail design agency with over 25 years of experience working with brands
such as Ralph Lauren, Converse, Vivienne Westwood, Lego, Alfred Dunhill and Skinnydip, so
we know how to create pop-ups that maximise buying opportunities!

Phygital is not a made-up word. Phygital is the
concept of bridging the gap between online and IRLand that’s exactly what a pop-up can do – especially
a Northbanks one! The purpose of a pop-up is more
than just a facility to sell merchandise, it’s a chance
for retailers to build brand awareness, gain positive PR
and create buzz. Pop-ups create physical spaces that
deliver a cohesive brand message that tie into wider
marketing campaigns and create meaningful content
for social channels. The pop-up becomes the brand hub,
with opportunities for launch parties, special events
and virtual shopping experiences - all leading to deeper
customer engagement on and offline.

Did you know that most temporary pop-up spaces
do not come ready to go, with most environments
need painting, additional lighting and sometime even
flooring etc? Northbanks can make your pop-up even
easier to set up by also providing project managers,
event planners and retail staff. And when the pop-up is
over, we take it down and away!
Let us help you find the right solution for your retail
needs, whether you are a landlord, shop owner or brand
wanting to immerse customers in your brand. Get in
touch!

Give us a call on 0207938066 (we’re really nice!)
Or email hello@northbanks.co.uk if you’re feeling shy!

Brick and mortar stores are entering
their golden era

The world around us is changing fast. Development of digitalization is leading retail to
whole new direction and affecting customers’ shopping behavior. Omnichannel store leaves
the brick and mortar into a whole new situation: visual merchandising needs to be more, to
be able to impress the customer. The new Instagram-generation lives amongst rich visual
culture, and is used to seeing brilliant compositions, layouts and designs in their everyday
life online. What we are doing right now in visual merchandising is very soon not going to
be enough!
Visual merchandising basic rules are based on laws of aesthetics – tools, that last time, and
which we have always used to create powerful experiences as in art and also in marketing.
The strongest feeling we can create to a customer is when it reaches all the five senses.
Compared to the other channels of marketing, only brick and mortar stores catches the
customer when they are present with all their senses, ready to be impressed. But how to
do that?
With courage. We have to step into a whole new time of visual merchandising. It
means changes in store fronts, a next era on displays. We know the basic rules of visual
merchandising, but we need a more courage to take them to the next level. We need to
show to our customers, just how amazing visual merchandising can be. We need to affect
customers as art does: strongly and slowly, transforming our customers mindscape. To do
that, we have to dare to step outside the box.
We need to respond to customers deepest desires. It means traditional displays transforming
into something unforeseen. It means expanding the ideas we have on visual merchandising.
In the future, brick and mortar stores need to combine history, today’s technology and
tomorrow’s dreams and visions.
It’s time to be courageous.
Virve Arvola ABDS

www.skissi.com

Winter Warming Windows

Online training & courses
New short course out soon!

“When I walked in, I felt ‘WOW!’
This place is so welcoming,
warming and cosy!”
Testimonial from customer

Imagine it’s a cold winters’ day in a Covid-free world, you’ve been shopping all day and you’re ready
to drop. Wouldn’t this cosy-looking window lure you over and inside? The perfect place for a glass of
wine, a tasty snack and to relax with friends.
What started as a request for last minute Christmas decorations 2019 has remained but evolved
slightly too. ‘Christmas sparkle and garland,’ in a small independent bar couldn’t be the ‘usual’
Christmas decorations, I don’t do that. So as always, I looked at who they were and the service they
offered… it had to be vines!
The decorations have remained a permanent feature as they proved so popular, yet the plan to
replace with green vines in the spring, then to add bunches of grapes in the summer, Autumnal red
grapes and leaves then into Christmas has taken a back-seat for obvious reasons. However, we did
manage to add a deliberately rough and tatty trellis and to bring the sprigs of leaves ‘alive’ by adding
some stems and branches to give more drama and impact.
So by re-using the vines, raiding a neighbour’s skip for old tile laths for the trellis, rescuing dead
branches from our local wood, and by adding sparkle to discarded corks to turn into Christmas
decorations it shows how you can create WOW without a huge budget. And of course, fairy lights
make a huge difference all year round…like puppies, they’re not just for Christmas!
Helen Goodwin FBDS Vice Chair
Made You Look!

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

WorldSkills Singapore 2020

The Challenge
•

WorldSkills Singapore (WSS) is a national skills competition
held biennially to discover the best in talents among the youth.

•

More than 250 students competed in 26 skills areas which was held
between 28 Sept – 9 October.
Visual Merchandising trade is one of the skills that has started
since 2011. Lead by Mr. Andy Seet, Chief Expert of VM Trade
Working Group.
https://www.worldskills.sg/skills/skill-areas/visual-merchandising

Meet our com petitor s

Visual Merchandising

•
•

Competitors are required to research on a given theme and
develop the window design concept
Create mood board to showcase conceptual ideas, technical
drawings, sketches, colours and materials, and the overall
window composition
Manage time, paint, DIY props and install
Complete the window display within 2.5 days

Visual Merchandising

Competitors in Action

The Window Theme - Peranakan
The term Peranakan generally refers to people of
mixed Chinese and Malay/Indonesian heritage. Many
Peranakans trace their origins to 15th-century Malacca
where their ancestors were thought to be Chinese
traders who married local women.
Visual Merchandising

https://www.visitsingapore.
com/see-do-singapore/culture-heritage/heritage-discovery/peranakan-museum/

Visual Merchandising

Completed Window Displays

Gold Award Medal
Judges score their 2.5 days work on:
• Work organisation and Management
• Innovation and Creativity
• Design and Implementation
• Work Safety and Material Usage
Visual Merchandising

Visual Merchandising

On October 14, WSS announced Eng Zi Qin our gold medal winner. She will represent
Singapore to compete in the prestigious international-level WorldSkills Competition.
The next International competition will be held in Shanghai 2021.
https://worldskills2021.com/en/index/

Andy Seet

Meet our Experts

Visual Merchandising

Visual Merchandising

He started his career as a display artist in 1994. With passion and love in this specialise
trade, he developed many VM workshops and training programs in Asia. Coached many
talented VMs and have been awarded with numerous global awards.
1. Chief Expert – Andy Seet
2. Deputy Chief – Victoria Cheng
3. Expert – Alexandra Peak-Watkinson
4. Expert – Katrina Broadbent
5. Expert – Irman Marzaini
6. Expert – Chia Siew Zi

2
6 5

1

3

In 2008, he was invited by Worldskills Singapore to lead the trade as Chief Expert Visual
Merchandising. Shortly after that, in 2011, Andy administered a public VM Facebook page
to continue sharing his love for VM to a wider geographic footprint.

4

Linkedin andyseet

https://www.facebook.com/groups/175838979129050

Sizzle Design London
I was born and raised in Shiraz, a town in the Middle East;
home of poets, artists and craftsmen. Since childhood, the
concept of re-using old stuff in a new way was an everyday
task.
Playing with everyday stuff around us, we had to be creative.
We used simple materials like cardboard or sticks and stones
to make interesting games!
Gradually I learned making beautiful things out of unwanted
materials in the house and this easily became a passion which
I brought all the way with me to London.
It was the very same passion, combined with my knowledge
and experience, that made Sizzle Design London.
One of the early projects was a Christmas window for
Specsavers Optician. As the budget was quite tight, I started
looking around the store searching for unwanted material
they had. I found boxes of dummy lenses I could use which,
until then, were lying around unused

practice were the design elements I was seeking for.
Playing around with them for few hours, I made heads of
characters out of them; and this was how Specsavers in
Epping celebrated a snowy Christmas. These characteristic
heads were wearing glasses and showcasing different eyewear
available in store, a creative way of displaying which was
budget friendly, unique and most importantly sustainable.
For all these reasons, we soon had many enquiries from other
branches of Specsavers wanting the same design for their
front window display.
Understanding the importance of sustainability, we avoid
mass producing as we think it produces more waste, instead
we enjoy the design journey step by step from designing to
making, and try to up cycle materials and reuse our designs in
new ways.
At Sizzle Design London we as designers should be creators of
beautiful designs inside out, this means not only our creations
should be unique and meaningful but also being respectful to
our planet Earth.

Boxes of clear lenses that were no longer of use in the

www.sizzledesignlondon.co.uk

How business
has c hanged
All of our lives have changed since the introduction of Covid-19;
how we interact with people and how we work. During lockdown
I became obsessed with protecting my business; constantly using
social media, reading business books and offering my services for
free. In return I was able to receive free business coaching which
has changed me.
I didn’t receive any money from the government due to being a
limited company, so continuing to do the job I love and having a
business that could survive was crucial, I needed to change.
After eleven weeks in lockdown, I was called back into BMW
Motorrad, to help their retailers with introducing social
distancing measures and preparing the sites ready for the new
norm (nationwide, with my team).
Store layouts are now vital to the social distancing customer
journey, educating sites on clothing guidelines and coming up
with different ideas to upsell is vital.
As a VM company, I have added new directions to my business,
not just to survive but because I want to see my customers
succeed. I have now added social media consultancy to my business; information such as always using
your website link helps climb Google, how many hashtags and the right hashtags to use, use of click and
collect to help bring the footfall back in.
I’ve been looking at what retailers need, from appointment based customers, to the required amount of
customers in store, so customers are not turned away.
I have introduced zoom chats with the on-site team to gather all their experiences, this has helped my
customers, and helped me grow.
Every year, I work at events such as Goodwood, PGA golf, the Countryfile show, and the MCN Motorcycle
Show, amongst others. Due to social distancing, those events were cancelled, but recently I finally had my
first 2020 event. Having worked with the same events company at most of these venues, it was amazing
to see them again and we all shared our lockdown experiences. The only difference was constantly
sanitizing, and having my own little zone to work in.
As I would normally send photos and my thoughts to the customer, I adapted, and sent a video where I
performed a walk through, talking about everything I had seen so they felt as though they were there also
(they normally would be).
New times call for new directions.
I love my job and have done this for 34 years, but I have stepped back and looked at it from a different
angle, and changed my business to provide fresh new ideas and if I’m honest.....I’m enjoying it even more!

www.mdn-vm.co.uk

Silvia Chialli - DESIGN COUNT Y
I n ter i or D es ig ner - V i sual Merch an diser - Event Planner - Ar t C ur ator

Here are some window display ideas from Silvia Chialli, Chief of Design County. Her ideas come
from her three great passions: Scotland, the land to which she also dedicated a Photographic
Exhibition in Tuscany, the Columbo TV Series and Astronomy. These three Projects reflect these
themes.
TARTAN WINDOW DISPLAY - The fun use of colours, tartans and Scottish products take the lead
in this window display. The ideas are nice and elegant. A really “Tartan Tribute”, dedicated to the
traditional Scottish fabric. The same texture of the dress, becomes an elegant backdrop, bringing a
great visual impact that catches your attention.

COLUMBO WINDOW DISPLAY - The famous Columbo’s Raincoat is a focal point of this window
display. The backdrop includes some images from the television series. On the right, we see a
wooden silhouette of Columbo, along with the mannequin and the products for sale, including
the Raincoat.

SPACE JOURNEY WINDOW DISPLAY - The Shuttle is about to start and the astronauts have all
the equipment! Suitcases are important. This is a nice way to emphasize the product, above all
very funny! The silhouettes of the Astronauts and the Shuttle are made of Forex. Outer space is
printed on a large backdrop, creating a very strong visual effect.

www.designcounty.co.uk

rituals

Rituals Cosmetics
House of Rituals

In honour of its 20th anniversary this year, Rituals Cosmetics has launched a holistic shopping and
lifestyle concept: House of Rituals. This unique store in Amsterdam offers a wellbeing experience
that extends far beyond retail, allowing visitors to discover a place where the body can relax,
the mind feels calm and the soul can find satisfaction. House of Rituals offers a unique brand
experience from the moment you step in, with immersive body and mind moments on every level
including an array of exclusive and unique collections.
Distributed over 4 floors, the stunning space marries the ultimate retail experience with a
unique new range of premium product collections and lifestyle innovations, exclusive to the
store and online. With one floor
dedicated to an immersive sensory
experience and another that holds
a Mind & Body Spa (opening Sumer
2021), House of Rituals is a space
dedicated to helping visitors to slow
down, with stress relieving workshops,
meditation sessions and treatments
that sit alongside an extensive and
unique retail offering.

Does your company supply the Retail
or Visual Merchandising industry?

Are you working
in the Visual Merchandising Industry?
Is it time to push your
Visual Merchandising Career?

MANNEQUINS · SHOP FIXTURES · SIGNAGE · GRAPHICS
DISPLAY PROPS · STORE LIGHTING

By becoming a Corporate member
you will receive unlimited FREE
advertising on our Social Media
sites along with advertising in our
VM Spotlight E-magazine which has
a worldwide distribution of 1.9m
people in the Retail and VM industry.
It’s a great way to network with
others in the business, advertise and
showcase your goods and services,
which in turn will help the BDS
promote and support VM.
The BDS is also a registered charity
with the aim of promoting standards
in education. We would welcome
your contribution to support and
maintain standards in VM and related
professions.

BY: HOL GROUP
Piccadilly female mannequin range shown at
the VM & Display Show 2019

Then why not become a Corporate Member?

So why not join The British Display Society TODAY!
Annual fee: £20 for Student membership
Annual fee: £40 if you are working in the VM industry or related professions

Let’s keep retail and visual
merchandising alive!
Introductory Offer:

FIRST year membership only
£150 - Subsequent years £200
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

follow us...

Membership has the following benefits:
• The opportunity to network with other VM Members
• Your details will be added onto the BDS database if you are seeking
freelance work
• A right to attend and vote at the BDS Annual General Meeting
• The opportunity to join the BDS National Council
• The opportunity to have your work published in the VM Spotlight
magazine
• The opportunity to have your work published on our Facebook page
• Enhance your professional standing with letters after your name!
• Use of the BDS Logo on your CV and in your Portfolio

BY: HOL GROUP
Westminster furniture range which is
available for purchase or hire

Creating inviting,
Safe environments
The pandemic has accelerated the issues that were already happening on the high street, but what if this situation has
also provided us with an even greater opportunity for an evolution to evoke innovation and focus on sustainability?
Lockdown has allowed time to truly focus on the level of change undoubtedly needed across retail. Customer needs and
shopping habits have developed dramatically in recent times, meaning the need for greater, more engaging customer
experience has grown massively. Services and leisure have successfully propped up core retail within the same footprint
and as such must continue to invite visitors, offering engaging, positive customer experiences. Yet, recently, we have seen
a wash of bare plastic, leading to a lack of personality and style within shops and leisure spaces - but this doesn’t need
to be the case!
How to create inspiring spaces to generate exciting customer experience within the safe distancing guidelines.
The challenge is creating an environment that follows strict social distancing measures whilst offering a friendly,
uplifting space to interact - the answer lies in incorporating creative design onto printed media, including the sheet
materials used for screens and partitions.
Re-engaging with local community and retaining company brand and values is highly important – style and design all
help generate retail and leisure environments that people want to engage with. All of which can easily be incorporated
onto printed media, offering direct solutions for creativity and collaboration, whilst also allowing the possibility of
upscaling and opportunity for change in a sustainable way, on a more frequent basis, within a manageable budget.
It’s time to take a breath and revisit the initial reactive measures set up at the start of the pandemic. The world has
changed and with it so must our day to day lives, but that doesn’t mean we should forget the crucial place of design,
style and personality. After all, it affects who we are and our place within our communities and environments.

How we can help?

Antalis already offers a wide range of printable substrates
that can help to customise any environment, including
wallpaper, floor graphics, textiles, sheet materials and window
vinyls - all of which can be carbon offset! In addition, our
latest edition to the portfolio, Alugrip6, offers a very simple,
yet effective, solution to current social distancing measures
by way of screens and signage whilst being easy to update
and upcycle in the future, adding a sustainable angle. The
aluminium profiles and accessories are designed to hold
a variety of printable sheet materials which can create
numerous applications to service the office, retail, leisure and
hospitality environments.

Alugrip6 Profile System

Alugrip6 offers a perfect solution for creating screens during
the COVID-19 pandemic, but it also offers a solution to retain
your brand identity and add to the overall design of your
interior and signage. The system can be used in conjunction
with various sheet materials which can be easily printed and
customised to bring a sense of style back into our lives, whilst
also being sustainable. Thereby allowing innovation and change through creative print on a more frequent basis.

How Alugrip Works

The AluGrip6 suite comprises five robust complementary variants, all of which can be used in conjunction with various recyclable
substrates including Glass, PETG, Triaprint, Katz board, Polycarbonate and Antalis’ exclusive Xanita Board. The system offers a
secure fit for the panels, while allowing them to remain removable, making the system ideal for updating regularly without the
need for any specialist equipment. In turn offering a real opportunity to drive customer experience and footfall!
For more information on Alugrip6 as well as a free innovation and creative consultation service, please visit www.antalis.co.uk

www.antalis.co.uk

Lean on print specification experts to ensure
you meet your project objectives
Product specification is not a new concept, and in many industries, such as construction, architecture and interior design,
it’s an essential part of the process. This is not always the case for professionals working on large format print projects
where choices may be made by others, on habit or through restricted knowledge of the options available. Substrate
specification is paramount to a project’s success and help is on hand to ensure designs fulfil their ultimate purpose.
Keeping up with the amount of new materials that become available each year can be a daunting task, especially with
additional factors such as sustainability, managing waste streams and cost to be considered at the same time as addressing
all the requirements of a brief.
Ever developing technology, innovation and a constant flurry of new materials has also widened the scope of possibility
for print into new sectors, covering everything from marketing to complete interior design projects. As the scope of print
continues to evolve into new sectors, the importance of engaging with print specification experts is paramount to the
process in the same way it is in other industries.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print specification caters for a varied range of creative projects across multiple sectors and offers 2D and 3D solutions
The right specification helps minimise risk and provide support
Materials can be clearly defined upfront – no nasty surprises along the way
Work to key focuses of the project such as sustainability, legislation, cost
Offer value engineering solutions where possible – good, better, best
Requirements for production, installation and handover can be identified early on
Provides clear instructions on the intent, performance and production of the project.

With pressure mounting to deliver exceptional creative projects that meet budget constraints, aesthetic expectation and
sustainability requirements, while still standing out from the competition, being in control of all aspects of a project, every
step of the way, is more important than ever.
For more information on Antalis’ free innovation and creative consultation service, please email contact@antalis.co.uk or
visit www.antalis.co.uk

CREATIVE DOWNLOAD
VISUAL MERCHANDISING CONSULTANCY

MAD ABOUT DESIGN LTD
CREATIVITY REQUIRES A BIT OF MADNESS

In this tough market, retailers need to
create the right shopping environment
that reflects their Brand to ensure that all
important customer experience. From
shop fronts to window displays to interior
visual merchandising, product layout and
focal points around the store, Creative
Download will ensure that creativity is
balanced with the commercial
requirements of your business.
Creative Download was launched by Iain
Kimmins; a Visual Merchandising
professional with an outstanding history in
the industry. His career includes the
department stores Harrods and Selfridges
in London and Tangs in Singapore. He has
also worked on projects in Shanghai, New
York, Saudi Arabia, Dubai and Switzerland.

Window Concepts
Visual Merchandising
Retail Design
International Work
Store Set-Up & Openings
VM Guidelines

www.creative-download.co.uk

hello@creative-download.co.uk

We’re a multi-award winning retail design team. We support our clients in our
own unique way, by drawing stuff, doing stuff and making stuff. Our aim is to
create retail spaces that pop, windows that zing and experiences that zap!

Draw

Do

Make

SAY HELLO
t:+44 (0)20 3598 3138
www.themadpeople.com
@madaboutdesignltd

@madltd

MADLTD

madltd

BARBARA CHAPMAN
Visual Merchandising & Styling Consultancy
https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk
I am an experienced creative visual merchandising consultant, with
both a highly creative and sound commercial mind.
With stores now beginning to re-open once again, do you need help
getting your windows and In store visual merchandising back to
looking their very best? We can visit you in stores or we also hold
on-line training sessions if that works best for you and your business.
These can also benefit students missing out on lessons due to the
current situation. Or maybe just if extra tutoring is required. I can
write bespoke training sessions to meet your individual business
needs, whether if fashion or home.
I can be flexible and pro-active and work within your budgets helping
to re-start your business. Now that we are gradually moving on from
this crisis, customers WILL want to come back into our stores and
enjoy shopping once again. It is up to us to plan how we can do this best and to create the exciting
and inspirational retail and e-tail experiences which they will undoubtedly crave.
I can help your business with the design, project management, installation and styling of your
windows. Visual Merchandising in store, and the styling and layout of your online product.
I also have a wealth of experience in collating VM packs and guidelines, holding workshops and
mentoring and lecturing, all within VM. I was recently made a member of the BDS Executive Council
and a fellow of the British Display Society.
I believe that visual merchandising can achieve commercial success, by inspiring customers through
innovative, creative and unique brand experiences. Using skills in creative conceptualisation, project
management and both old school crafting and hi-tech execution, I deliver unique and motivating
retail environments.

For a while now I have been promising you the NEW Basic Online Course
which is a quick introduction and outline to Visual Merchandising and
Display Styling. Done in your own time and at your convenience, it teaches
you all the key steps needed to create eye-catching displays.
It will be an excellent addition to any other arts course, individuals, those
already in retail or maybe anyone who sells online and needs their product
to look fabulous, but the list doesn’t stop there as you may just fancy
learning something new!
It is also a prequel to the BDS longer, in depth online course which is being
updated by my colleagues too…the finishing touches to both are being
finalised now and should be on sale in our next VM Spotlight magazine!
We would love you to register your interest for either course, so please
email:Administration,
Administration,British
BritishDisplay
DisplaySociety
Society so you’ll be the first to know!

…

Like many of you, due to Covid19 Made You Look! is still office-bound, yet
this is the perfect time to be pulling ideas together not just for now, but
the future too. You may be glad of our help and by using technology we can
support you…

•
•
•
Helen Goodwin - Vice Chair & Director BDS & Owner Made You Look!

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk
Please get in touch or view more of my work at

https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

Insta @babscreates

BDS VISUAL MERCHANDISERS’ DIRECTORY

Merch directory

Alison Blatcher ABDS

alisonblatcher@hotmail.com

Barbara Chapman FBDS
VM Consultant
I am an experienced lecturer in
VM and also offer comprehensive
training sessions in all aspects of
visual merchandising.

freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

Luke Searle ABDS
reelance Visual Merchandiser.
Bristol based but extensive travel
all over UK and Europe.

www.lukesearle.com

Made You Look!
Learn the basic art of Visual Merchandising
and Display broken down into jargon-free,
simple steps

MDN Display and Design Ltd
Michelle De Neys ABDS
Visual Merchandising, Window
Design & Install, Events,
Exhibitions, Creative Consultancy,
Graphic Design & Viny

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

www.mdn-vm.co.uk

Helen Goodwin FBDS
York

Silvia ChiallI LBDS

Colour Style and Fit
Bespoke Window, props and
interior designer

Colourstylefit.wordpress.com

Iain Kimmins FBDS
Store Presentation and Visual
Merchandising are the first brand
ambassadors and the gate to a
customer journey and experience

www.creative-download.co.uk

Windows,VM, Store interiors
/ Retail Design, Exhibitions,
Coaching, Training, Product
Launches, Store Set-Up &
Openings, Store Events, Online
Consultant.

www. designcounty.co.uk

Mags McAlpin FBDS
Northern Ireland’s premier retail
consultancy providing bespoke
services and training in visual
merchandising, event dressing,
customer service & consumer
experiences

www.creatingretailmagic.com

Monstera Visual
We maximise sales and brand
impact by reimagining space,
repurposing display prop’s and
re-merchandising built from 20+
years in industry.

www.monsteravisual.com

Virve Arvola ABDS

Visual Merchandising strategy,VM
implementation, window display
design and VM training for store
teams.

HRH Creative

Harriet Rudman-Hawkins ABDS
An Oxfordshire based Creative
Graphic Design agency
specialising in Fashion & Retail

Jane Le Bon FBDS
VM Installations | Window display
Events | Online styling

Future oriented
VM education

Liz Johnston FBDS
My 40yrs experience covers
styling windows, interiors and
venues Kent, Surrey, Sussex and
Greater London

www.dottodot.work

www. hrhcreative.co.uk

www.janelebon.com

http://www.skissi.com

E-mail: liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

Jane Le Bon Creative

We are the first London visual
merchandising and design trends
Agency exclusively for the
Spanish market.

www.pucheroenlondres.com

So why not join the
BDS today?

Skissi
Kat Maclennan ABDS

Puchero en Londres

If you are a VM Student,
then membership is just
£20 a year
If you are a professional
or freelancer, then
Associate Membership is
£40 a year

corp members

Seamless, co-ordinated international
retail display installations with tailor
made solutions.
Unit 6 Mercury Park, Mercury Way
Manchester, M41 7LY UK

www.100percentgroup.com

In this tough market, retailers need to
create the right shopping environment
that reflects their Brand to ensure that
all important customer experience.
From shop fronts to window displays to
interior visual merchandising, product
layout and focal points around the
store, Creative Download will ensure
that creativity is balanced with the
commercial requirements of your
business.

www.creative-download.co.uk

BDS CORPORATE MEMBERS

Antalis
Europe’s leading distributor of
paper, packaging, solutions and
visual communication products for
professionals
Gateway House, Bardon Business
Park, Interlink Way, Bardon Hill, West
Coalville, Leicestershire LE67 1LE

www.antalis.co.uk

G-SMATT Europe

http://hol-group.com

Jane Le Bon FBDS
VM Installations | Window display
Events | Online styling

www.janelebon.com

Smart glass solutions and media facade

Harlequin Design
London

Unity 64 Basepoint Business Centre
Tewkesbury
Gloucestershire
GL20 8SD

Unit 2 Eastman Way
Pin Industrial Area
Stevenage
SG1 4SZ

www.g-smatteurope.com

www.harlequin-design.com

Intercontinental Group
of Department Stores

Hol Group
A modern approach to Visual
Merchandising
103 Kings Cross Road,
London WC1X 9LP
United Kingdom

Jane Le Bon Creative

Gill Segar
Wallasey, Merseyside CH45 6TN UK

IGDS is the largest Association
for Department Stores worldwide,
providing support to 40 leading
Department Stores around the world.
Birmensdorferstrasse 55
Zurich,
Switzerland 8808

Made You Look!
Helen Goodwin FBDS
York

Learn the basic art of Visual Merchandising
and Display broken down into jargon-free,
simple steps

www.madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Retail Design Agency
12 Melcombe Place, London .
Postcode - NW1 6JJ.
Tel: 020 3598 3138

www .themadpeople.com

Northbanks
Retail Design Agency
67 Grosvenor Street
London W1k 3JN

www.northbanks.co.uk

Project Works London

Parify

Peluca Studio

14 The Courtyard
Whitwick Business Park
Coalville LE67 4JP

Bespoke wig and makeup for
mannequins
London, Haringey UK

www.parify.co.uk

www.pelucastudio.com

Specialise in creative visual
merchandising ideas.
From concept development to
production
Unit 12 Shakespeare Ind. Est.,
Shakespeare St., Watford,
Herts, WD24 5RR

https://projectworks.london

Shimmerwalls

Sizzle Design London

Liz Johnston FBDS
Kent, Surrey, Sussex and Greater
London

We offer an extensive range of high
end fabrics and products to suit a wide
range of Visual Merchandising needs
and style.

Sizzle Design London is a creative
design studio and workshop specialise
in Window Display Design and making
Handmade Designed Pieces

My 40yrs experience covers styling
windows, interiors and venues

www.shimmerwalls.com

www.sizzledesignlondon.co.uk

http://icatchadisplay.co.uk
https://www.igds.org

Mad About Design

Mobile: +44 (0) 7775 725435
E-mail: liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

BDS CORPORATE MEMBERS cont.

VM and Events

Specialising in the skills of visual
merchandising and events offering
services to assist in presenting and
promoting of products by combining
environment and space into stimulating
displays to encourage the sale of
product.
The Old Coach House, Garden Lane,
Chester CH1 4en

www.vmandeventsltd.co.uk

Does your company supply the Retail
or Visual Merchandising industry?
Then why not become a Corporate Member?
By becoming a Corporate member you will receive unlimited FREE advertising on
our Social Media sites along with advertising in our VM Spotlight E-magazine
which has a worldwide distribution of 1.9m people in the Retail and VM industry.
It’s a great way to network with others in the business, advertise and showcase
your goods and services, which in turn will help the BDS promote and support
VM.
The BDS is also a registered charity with the aim of promoting standards in education.
We would welcome your contribution to support and maintain standards in VM and
related professions.

Let’s keep retail and visual merchandising alive!
Introductory Offer:

FIRST year membership only
£150 - Subsequent years £200
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk

Meet The BDS Team

team

The BDS Management Team comprises of experienced Visual Merchandising professionals and experts in the
industry, who also volunteer their time to manage the BDS.
It is their passion and enthusiasm for VM and Store Presentation that drives the industry to maintain standards
and ensure Visual Merchandising is not a dying art.

Director & Chair: Iain Kimmins FBDS

Iain is a creative Visual Merchandising Executive within the Display & Visual
Merchandising Industry with over twenty years’ experience. He has worked for
London’s top department stores including Harrods and Selfridges as well as Tangs
in Singapore. Having studied with the BDS he started his career as a Junior VM
progressing up to Head of Visual Merchandising. He has worked on several freelance
projects in New York, China and Saudi Arabia and now runs a Visual Merchandising
Consultancy called Creative Download.
His passion and enthusiasm for retail is not only about being creative with all kinds
of merchandise, concepts, brands, events, but being commercially aware for the retail
sector.
creative-download.co.uk

Director & Vice Chairman: Helen Goodwin FBDS

Helen studied with the British Display Society in the heart of London’s West End
back in the early 1980’s. Her first job was as part of the display team for DH Evans
in Oxford Street handling a wide range of merchandise in the windows & interiors.
Following this she started her own Visual Design Consultancy in London, then moved
the business to York continuing to design & install window displays up and down the
country.
Due to a demand for display training Helen created ‘Made You Look!’ where she
passes on her knowledge and experience to those wishing to learn the basic skills
of display. Alongside Janet they work with Business Improvement Districts, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best
at all times.
madeyoulookmadeyoustare.co.uk

Director: Liz Johnston FBDS

Liz has worked in the Visual Merchandising industry for almost 40 years and has
been a freelance stylist since 1982. She studied at the College for the Distributive
Trades in London from 1975 gaining her qualification through the BDS. She went on
to work for Russell and Bromley in the West End, Simpson’s of Piccadilly, and Heal’s
gaining a wealth of experience and enabling her to take her skills in to retail shops
and exhibitions. She is passionate about bright colours and detail, and helping the
local high street retailers by using her vast experience in guiding them to achieve the
results they seek.
liz@strictlyvisualdisplay.co.uk

John Abbate FBDS

John Abbate FBDS, with international experience in visual merchandising and retail
store design, is passionate about retail and how to find solutions in this ever-changing
market place.
After 20 years of working for such brands as, Ralph Lauren, Levis & Alfred Dunhill,
in America & Europe, he then moved to Shanghai; starting his own retail consulting
agency, John Abbate Studio, was Visual Merchandising professor at Mod’Art and then
Creative Director at Design Overlay retail design agency.
Returning to London, John joined Northbanks (http://northbanks.co.uk), a retail
design agency, using his experience to help brands develop and implement their retail
identities. Also a member of Save the High Street, he has joined the BDS to support
retail through VM.

Assistant Treasurer: Nigel Fisher ABDS

An IT professional since 1979 Nigel has for the last 20 years been producing web sites
and shopping carts for small businesses. It is his belief that the use of web sites for sales
moves the internet firmly into the VM and POS arenas. The BDS should be promoting
excellence within web sites as well as on the shop floor, enabling the BDS to address the
entire sales material of any retailer. Nigel also engages in developing exhibition stands
for his own business and in connection with his hobbies.
Having for many years hosted the BDS web sites and supported and developed the internal
systems Nigel joined the council in 2013 intent on further supporting the BDS as a whole.

Janet Billings FBDS

Janet studied with the British Display Society back in the early 1980’s. Janet started
working for a company designing and building props for use in window displays for
Debenhams, Selfridges and Harrods. In 1985 she set up her own Display Company offering a
full service, from design through to installation of exhibition stands and window displays.
Janet has worked for an extensive range of clients from small independent retailers to
large national companies both in the UK and abroad, Wedgwood & Portmeirion being
just two of them. She works alongside Helen in ‘Made You Look!‘ with BIDs, Councils,
Independent retailers and various other groups helping businesses to look their best at
all times.

Edward Stammers MA, PG Cert

Edward is the Programme Director of Fashion Marketing and Branding at the London College
of Fashion and has an MA in Fashion Retail Merchandise Management and PG Cert in

Education. Edward worked in the visual merchandising industry for twenty-five years,
managing global visual merchandising and marketing campaigns as Design and Project
Manager for Rootstein Display Mannequins. Current research interests centre on the
function and perception of the mannequin form and the challenges regarding the use
of mannequins within the fashion retail environment as a result of the increased use of
in-store digital technology.

Barbara Chapman FBDS

Barbara is a highly experienced and creative freelance VM running her own creative
consultancy.
She brings an understanding of how to deliver brands across every touch-point within
the retail environment – windows, in-store, press shows, launch parties and styling.
She believes that visual merchandising can achieve commercial success by inspiring
customers through innovative, creative and unique brand experiences. Using skills in
creative conceptualisation, project management and both old school crafting and hi-tech
execution, she delivers unique and motivating retail environments whilst still bringing
sound commercial sense to every project.
She has worked with many luxury brands including Selfridges, Burberry, and Mulberry,
and on the high street, Oasis, M & S and Jaeger.
She is also an experienced Associate VM lecturer and trainer.
https://freelancevisualcreativeconsultant.co.uk

British Display Society

VM SPOTLIGHT
BDS - Representing the Visual Merchandising profession

Dedicated
to the Visual Merchandising Industry

Welcoming Visual Merchandisers
and companies to join us.
See our website for all the benefits of
membership
Lets keep Visual Merchandising alive
& kicking in this modern retail world

enquiries@britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
www.britishdisplaysociety.co.uk
follow us...

British Display Society
Recognising Excellence
E S TA B L I S H E D 1 9 47

